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We present a theoretical study on the electron mobility and scattering mechanism in a remotely
doped AlGaAs wide parabolic quantum well. Electron mobilities in di�erent subbands are calcu-
lated from the self-consistent results of the subband energy and wavefunction in the system. The
scattering due to ionized impurities and alloy disorder is considered. We show the interplay of the
di�erent scattering mechanisms.

I Introduction

Improvements of the semiconductor growth techniques

have o�ered the possibility to obtain low-dimensional

semiconductor structures with desired well shapes. One

of those structures is the so-called parabolic quan-
tum well (PQW). The PQW's based on GaAs have

been developed by tailoring the conduction-band edge

of a graded AlxGa1�xAs semiconductor ternary alloy

through properly varying the Al mole fraction x.[1, 2]

Because a thick and uniform electron slab (in order of
103 �A) can be obtained in a wide PQW, remotely doped

wide PQW's have been proposed as structures in which

a high-mobility quasi-three-dimensional (Q3D) electron

gas can be realized. Magneto-transport experiments on
these systems con�rmed the existence of a thick slab of

high-mobility electron gas.[2]

Although a number of experimental and theoretical

studies have been done on the electron transport prop-

erties in such a system since the �rst AlGaAs PQW

was realized by MBE twelve years ago, the scattering
mechanism and electron mobility are not well under-

stood yet.[3] In fact, the so-called Q3D electron gas is a

system composed by a wide Q2D system with multiple

electron subbands populated. Clearly, the intersubband
interaction is of important contribution to the electron

transport. Furthermore, beyond the remotely doped

impurity scattering, other scattering mechanisms can

be decisive to the electron mobility such as alloy scat-

terng and background acceptors in a real sample.

In this work, we study theoretically the electron
mobility and scattering mechanism in AlGaAs PQW's.

We start with a self-consistent calculation of the sub-

band structure in Sec. II which yields the subband

energy and the wavefunction in the system. Two layers
of donors are remotely doped asymmetrically in two

sides of the well. Typically more than one subbands

are populated. The ionized impurity scattering and al-
loy scattering are considered in Sec. III. The transport

mobilty of electrons in di�erent subbands are calculated

by solving the Boltzmann equation. We also considered

the e�ects of the background acceptors on the electron

mobilities. We show the interplay of the di�erent scat-
tering mechanisms.

II Electronic structures

The electron energy and wavefunction in a Q2D sys-

tem can be written as En(~k) = En + ~
2k2=2m� and

	
n;~k

(x; y; z) =  n(z) exp(i~k � ~r)=
p
A; where n =1, 2,

... is the subband index, ~r (~k) the electron position

(wavevector) in the xy-plane, En the subband energy,
 n(z) the electron wavefunction in the z-direction, m�

the electron e�ective mass, and A the area of sample.

The parabolic quantum wells are formed by

Al0:3Ga0:7As barrier and the concentration of the Al

is varied from x = 0 at the center of the well to x = 0:1
at the edge of the well. By tailoring the conduction-

band edge of AlxGa1�xAs, we construct the following

con�nement potential to the electrons

VC(z) =

�
1
2
m�
2z2; jzj �WQW =2
VB ; jzj > WQW =2 ,

(1)

where VB is the potential of the barrier, 
 =

2
p
2Vb=m�=WQW , and WQW is the width of the quan-

tum well. In the above expression, the potential

at the center of the QW is zero (GaAs). At the
edges of the well (z = �WQW =2), VC = Vb: Notice

that Vb � VB : The conduction band o�-set between

AlxGa1�xAs and GaAs is a function of x given by

V (x) = 0:6 � (1:155x + 0:037x2) eV. In the present
calculation, we take VB = 228 meV (x = 0:3) for

Al0:3Ga0:7As barrier and Vb = 72 meV (x = 0:1). The
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system is remotely doped with two layers of impurities

in two sides of the quantum well. The impurity distri-

bution is taken the following form

nD(z) =

8<
:
ND;L=WD;L; jz � ZD;Lj �WD;L=2
ND;R=WD;R; jz � ZD;Rj < WD;R=2
0; otherwise ,

where ND;L, WD;L and ZD;L (ND;R, WD;R and ZD;R)

are the areal concentration, the the thickness and the

position of the doped impurity layer on the left (right)

side of the quantum well, respectively.

The subband energy En and the electron wavefunc-

tion  n(z) are deterimed by the Schr�odinger equation

in the z-direction. The e�ective con�nement potential
entering the Hamiltonian is Veff (z) = VH(z) + VC(z)

which is composed as a sum of the potential VC(z)

given in Eq. (1) and the Hartree potential VH (z). The

Hartree potential, governed by the Poisson equation,

dependes on the ionized imprity and electron distribu-
tion ne(z). At zero-temperature, the electron distribu-

tion is given by

ne(z) =

NX
n=1

j n(z)j2
Z EF

En

�(E)dE;

where N is the number of the occupied subbands,

�(E) is the electron density of states of the system

and EF is the Fermi energy. Because the electron

distribution depends on En and  n(z), the solution
of the Poisson equation is, in turn, dependent on

the Schr�odinger equation. In this work, we solve

the coupled Schr�odinger and Poisson equations self-

consistently. In the calculation, the total areal electron

density Ne =
R1
�1 ne(z)dz is determined by the di�er-

ence between ND and NA, where ND = ND;L +ND;R

is total areal donor concentrations and NA is the to-

tal areal acceptor concentrations. NA can be esti-

mated from the thickness of the depletion layer with a
uniform distribution of the background acceptors nA.

Fig. 1 gives an example of the self-consistent solu-

tions for a quantum well of width WQW = 760 �A. The

e�ective con�nement potential pro�le Veff (z) (thick-

solid curve), the �rst three quantized electron levels En
and the corresponding wavefunctions  n(z) are demon-

strated. In the �gure, the energy is measured from the

Fermi energy EF . Two donor impurity layers are 200 �A

away from the right and left edge of the quantum well
indicated by the verticle dotted lines. The background

acceptor concentration is taken as nA = 1015 cm�3.

Figure 1. The electronic structure of a parabolic AlGaAs
quantum well of width 760 �A. The donor distribution is
de�ned by the parameters: ND;L = ND;R = 1:5 � 1012

cm�2, WD;L = 20 �A, WD;R = 100 �A, ZD;L = �590 �A, and
ZD;R = 630 �A. The acceptor concentration is nA = 1015

cm�3. The �rst three levels En are indicated and the corre-
sponding wavefunctions are given by solid, dash, and dash-
dotted curves. The vertical thin-dotted lines and the sym-
bles \+" indicate the two dopping layers.

III Scattering mechanism and electron

mobility

At low-temperature, the most possible scattering mech-
anisms limitting the electron mobility in the present
system are the remotely doped ionized donors, the al-
loy disorder potential of AlGaAs, and the background
acceptors.[4, 5]

The screening of the electron gas is essential to de-
termine the scattering due to ionized impurities. The
screened ionized impurity potential can be obtained in
terms of the static dielectric response function within
the random-phase approximation (RPA). Because of
the occupation of several subbands, the dielectric func-
tion has a tensor character given by �nn0;mm0(~q). If we
assume that the impurities are uniformly distributed in
the xy-plane and are uncorrelated, the transition ma-
trix element due to the screened Coulomb scattering
potential is given by,[4]

jMnn0(~q)j2 =
�
2�e2

�0q

�2 Z
dzi nimp(zi)junn0(q)j2; (2)
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with

unn0(q) =
X
mm0

��1nn0;mm0(~q)Gmm0(q; zi);

and

Gmm0(q; zi) =

Z
dz  m(z) m0(z)e�qjz�zij;

where ~q = ~k � ~k0 is the change in electron momen-
tum due to scattering. In equation (2), we take
nimp(z) = nD(z) for remotely doped donor scatteing
and nimp(z) = nA for background acceptor scattering.

For alloy scattering, the scattering matrix is given
by[6]

jMnn0(~q)j2 = (ÆV )
2

Z
dz [1� x(z)]x(z)j n(z) n0(z)j2;

where x(z) is the position dependent Al concentration.
For AlGaAs, ÆV = 0:6 eV. Notice that, the matrix ele-
ment due to alloy scattering is independent on ~q.

Using the above scattering matrix elements due to
di�erent scattering mechanism, we calculate the elec-
tron transport mobility from the Boltzmann equation
in the present multisubband Q2D system.[4]

Fig. 2 shows the transport mobilities as a function
of total electron density for the electrons in subbands
n = 1, 2, and 3 due to three di�erent types of scatter-
ing. The numerical calculations are performed for the
same structure as shown in Fig. 1 but now we increase
the donor density ND;L and ND;R simultaneously. As
a consequence, the electron density is increased. At
low electron densities, the mobility of the electrons in
the lowest subband n = 1 increases with increasing the
electron (also donor) density. This is mainly due to
the screening e�ects and the increase of the kinetic en-
ergy of the conduction electrons on the Fermi surface.
At the onset of the occupation of the second subband
n = 2, the abrup change of the mobility results from
the interplay between the intersbband scattering and
the intersubband coupling e�ect in the dielectric func-
tion (which enhances the screening and is more e�ec-
tive for small subband Fermi energy EF �En). When
there are two or three subbands occupied, the mobility
decrease of the lower subbands is mainly induced by
the intersubband scattering. For the considered back-
ground acceptor concentration nA = 1015 cm�3, the
acceptor scattering is the dominant mechanism to the
electron transport. We also notice that the alloy scat-
tering become more pronounced at high electron densi-
ties.

In conclusion, we have calculated the electron sub-
band mobilities from the self-consistent electronic struc-
ture of the AlGaAs wide parabolic quantum wells. The
numerical results shows that, for the considered struc-
ture with a background acceptor concentration nA =
1015 cm�3, the mobility is dominated by the scatter-
ing of these acceptors. Our results also indicate the
importance of the intersubband scattering.

Figure 2. The transport mobility as a function of the to-
tal electron density for electrons in the �rst three subbands
n =1 (solid curves), 2 (dash curves), and 3 (dash-dotted
curves). The mobilities result from the ionized donor scat-
tering only (thin-curves), the ionized donor + alloy scatter-
ing, and the ionized donor + acceptor + alloy scattering
(the thick-curves) are plotted.
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